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About This Game

Infinite Survival is a roguelike survival game with turn-based gameplay. The game features a completely procedurally
generated open world.

Craft new items and weapons, lay traps and defences, use stealth to evade enemies, and explore in any fashion you want. Survive
for four days!

Key Features

 Randomly generated world

 Turn-based roguelike with permanent death

 Unique crafting system which allows you to create equipment by combining them together

 Skill system with over 24 skills

 More than 70 items
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 Dynamic weather and day-night cycle

 Difficulty system : easy, normal, hard, insane

 Character Customization
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I love TD games especially traditional 2D types, so I had to have 300 Dwarves. It is true that it resembles Kingdom Rush, but
then again it also resembles the 8Floor games (Royal Defense, Fort Defense, etc.) and loads of other TDs.

I like the graphics and sounds, and basically the game play is ok. But... and it is a BIG but, there is not much strategy in this
game. At first I found it incredibly hard, since it didn't seem I could earn money fast enough to build my defenses. The I
realised that there was a simple tower strategy, you could apply. That strategy worked for every level in the game except the last.
I'm sorry but where is the challenge and fun in that??? If I don't count the hours I spend finding that strategy, I think I finished
in 2 hours.

It seems like this game is not very well thought through, and altho it is cute there are much better TDs out there.. Ok, I bought
this game for 50 cents, and I recommend it for a bit more. However, I was ready to give this game a bad review. I love Arkanoid
and the whole ball and bat genre. However, when I started this game, I was missing shots because my cursor was so laggy.

It might just be my PC, but I have an I7 with a GTX 1070 and 16 gbs of ram, but that doesn't mean there's some unique
combination of hardware that made my pc have a problem with this game.

Anyway, if you buy this game, and you're having a problem, go into the options menu and change DirectX to Opengl rendering.
I did this, and my framerate was immediately smooth, and instead of dying repeatedly on the second level, I began progressing
and having a lot of fun. Everything was smooth, and I was hitting my shots.

I'm not sure what is wrong with DirectX rendering on my machine, but I can recommend this game, and can tell you that if
you're frustrated, switch your rendering to Open GL!. Mama Zup is really proud.. i bought this game after several survey, it is
fun to beat and there is many combo skill of each character, but yet the level up thing is kinda take time lol, so far only
KURISU got max lvl99

but for sure this game can give you some fun compare to those complicated FPS or JRPG. this is a surprisingly well made game
and i enjoyed it a lot.

graphics and sound are very good indeed, maps and missions are interesting, the upgrade system is nice as well and it even
comes with a story that's actually not that bad either. like you would expect from a game like this there is a variety of weapons
and power ups for you to pick up during missions as well as three difficulty settings with profound impact on the gameplay.

there are some minor issues like single enemies being stuck inside mountains now and then while you can't hit them with your
guns. or the text-only mission updates are sometimes impossible to read when you're in the middle of combat.
nothing really serious that would ruin the game for you.

sadly there are bad news as well.
for unknown reasons the devs abandoned a good game within a few months after release and there hasn't been any sign of them
for years now.
so the small issues will never be fixed and the biggest issue is that the steam achievements do not work at all.
if you are one of them 100% hunters then this is a pure 0% nightmare for you.
but if you don't care about that and just want to play a decent shoot 'em up then this is for you.
there is no real reason to avoid this game, especially if you are a fan of the genre. i'm not and still i had lots of fun playing it..
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Albeit short, this game turned out to be action-packed fun. It's no Battlefield 1942 or Desert Combat, but it definitely tries to be.
Good stocking stuffer, but not much more.. It's like other Mighty Switch Force but bigger and with multiplayer !. Great Game!
I am loving the game!
I bought the next game as well.
It is a fun little hack and slash rpg.
I love the biblical references just wish not in King James but I understand why.
I am still getting use to all the controls and mechanics.
Here is a link to my game play- https://youtu.be/gmZ5Pjo5lMQ. Unique game with unique visuals, for $0.49 is totally worth it

5.5\/10. my favourite rpgmaker game
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Good paintjobs. This game is short (I beat it in two hours), but it's very cute, a lot of fun, and a great way to pass an evening..
very nice game.

Dungeoncrawler with great art of cute girls and a little bit of visual novel.

absolutly recommend it.. Great game to scratch that Nethack itch! 10/10. This is not only to support the developers, but also you
get cool hats. With the speed and weapons, it feels a lot like R.C. Pro-Am but with the added shield/recharging mechanic of F-
Zero. Graphics are pretty awesome vector-style. Really fun game if you like arcadey racers!
. The Achievements alone make this game worth buying. I had little to no interest in a ballet game, but I am very fond of VR
and thought my wife and daughter might appreciate this title and I wanted to support the arts. Wow, to think out that I might of
missed out on this treasure. Truly inspirational and very well done. It was entertaining and much more comprehensive than I
thought it would be. Clearly other developers should hire dancers to mocap\u2014I felt much more connected and immersed
because I knew there was a human in the movement I was seeing.

Don't miss this one\u2014well worth the $.. The guy who made this game definitely has no internet connection in his Chrome
browser.

On a serious note, this game is simple, relaxing and fun.. Incredible version of the boardgame! I have this and all the DLC on
my mobile too, love it!
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